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Classification

� Mesial temporal lobe epilepsy

� Lateral (neocortical) temporal lobe epilepsy

* Familial temporal lobe epilepsy
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Mesial TLE Lateral TLE

Epigastric auras, fears and early
oroalimentary automatisms

Predominate Rare

Non-specific auras, early focal
motor, somatosensory, visual or  
auditory symptoms

Rare Predominate

Contralateral hand dystonia Common Rarer

Early clonic activity following 
automatisms

Rare Common

GTCS Infrequent Frequent

History of febrile seizures Predominate Rare

Interictal EEG Anterior 
temporal spikes

Middle and posterior
temporal spikes

MRI Hippocampal   
sclerosis

Neocortical lesions such as
Malformations of cortical
development

Mesial versus lateral temporal lobe epilepsy

Panayiotopoulos, 2005 4



MRI or Pathology

� TLE associated with HS 
� Lesional TLE 
� TLE with dual pathology (in addition to HS), including 

abnormality only on pathology 
� TLE without structural abnormalities on MRI (nonlesional in 

general) / Normal or abnormal on pathology

Electrophysiology

� Mesial TLE
� Lateral TLE
� Interplay (simultaneous or independent  onset)
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Pathological category of HS

� In terms of the extent (in addition to HS), pathology in adjacent 
mesial temporal lobe structures (MTS), occult or overt second 
(dual) pathology, and bilateral hippocampal damage

� (1) classical HS with neuronal loss in cornu ammonis 1 (CA1) 
and the hilar region; (2) end folium sclerosis (EFS) with 
neuronal loss primarily in the hilar region; and (3) loss restricted 
to CA1 only

� Nonclassical or atypical patterns of HS, which overall account 
for 4% to 10% of cases: less readily identified by preoperative 
imaging and associated with poorer surgical outcomes

� Pure amygdalar sclerosis, no hippocampal neuronal loss in MTLE
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� TLE may comprise one-third of all epilepsies. 
� Two-thirds of TLE originate from the mesial and the other 

third from the lateral temporal regions. 
� Two-thirds of MTLE have HS: about 50% are intractable 

cases that require neurosurgical intervention and account 
two-thirds of surgical cases; This disorder is the most 
common refractory partial epilepsy which has been well 
characterized, and can usually be identified with 
noninvasive studies including scalp EEG and video 
monitoring with ictal recording, MRI, single-photon-
emission computed tomography (SPECT), positron 
emission tomography (PET), neuropsychological 
assessment, and historical and clinical data.

� Recent observations from the histopathology of resected 
tissue, preoperative neuroimaging, and the basic science 
laboratory suggest that MTLE with HS is not always a 
uniform entity.
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The spectrum of temporal lobe epilepsy associated with hippocampal 
sclerosis. There might be a continuum from a focal network centered 
over mesiotemporal lobe structures to a widely extended network that
goes beyond the limit of the temporal lobe. Kahane & Bartolomei, 2010
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Flowchart of diagnostic evaluation in epilepsy surgery
Noachtar & Borggraefe, 2009 9



Left temporal IEDs (maximum on 
sphenoidal electrode) and ictal activity
beginning in the left temporal region 
on scalp EEG
Left temporal hypometabolism on FDG-PET

TLE with HS 10



Independent bitemporal IEDs
Independent bitemporal ictal onset
on scalp EEG
Left temporal hypometabolism on PET
(at least more involved in the left side)

TLE with bilateral HS
Intracranial EEG with depth electrodes showed seizure onset in 
left hippocampus. 11



TLE with lesion
PET and MRI shows 
right temporal hypometabolism and amygdalar enlargement, respectively
(pathologically cortical dysplasia) 12



TLE with lesion (cavernous malformation)
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TLE with lesion (ganglioglioma)
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Dual pathology (HS plus): HS + cortical dysplasia
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� Dual pathology: Some MTLE patients have another lesion 
together with HS, such as a tumor, cortical dysplasia, or a 
cavernous malformation; is HS a ‘‘secondary’’ process 
induced by the lesion?; however, no evidence for secondary 
hippocampal neuronal loss from seizures generated by 
extralimbic abnormalities (in addition, a number of studies 
which suggest that the majority of the neuronal loss likely 
precedes the onset of seizures). Mild dysplasias or cortical 
malformations (MRI-invisible) in the temporal lobe associated 
with HS have been observed, but the role of these 
abnormalities (epiphenomenon or active participant) is 
uncertain. 

� In the presence of a well-circumscribed lesion, such as  
tumor or vascular malformation, lesionectomy might suffice 
unless there is associated hippocampal atrophy. Generally, 
resection of both lesions of dual patholgy can provide seizure-
free outcome; complete seizure freedom after a mean follow-
up of 37 months was lowered from 73% with lesionectomy 
plus mesial temporal resection to 20% with mesial temporal 
resection alone and 12.5% with lesionectomy alone (Jehi, 
2008). 
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TLE with normal MRI 
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Nonlesional TLE

� The surgical approach to nonlesional temporal lobe 
epilepsy presents a more significant challenge due to 
uncertainties regarding the localization of epileptogenic 
focus and the extent of resection necessary to result in a 
seizure-free state. 

� Usually, more preoperative evaluations (FDG-PET, ictal 
SPECT, MEG, MRS…) and intracranial EEG monitoring

� PET-positive, MRI-negative TLE patients may had 
excellent surgical outcomes after anterior temporal 
lobectomy, similar to those in patients with MTS (Carne et 
al., 2004; Kuba et al., 2011; LoPinto-Khoury et al., 2012).
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Cases

� 30-year-old man 
Seizure-free (including aura) without AED treatment after 
temporal lobectomy (right HS) at the age of 17 years.
Seizure relapse at the age of 26 years; currently monthly SGTCS 
on sleep and aura only with AED treatment

� 35-year-old man
Seizure-free for 6 months after temporal lobectomy (right HS) at
the age of 27 years. 

Seizure relapse (CPS twice per month, aura only) for the next 26 
months.
Seizure-free with AED treatment for 6 years (except for one 
episode of aura occurring 4 year before)
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Prognosis after epilepsy surgery

� Seizure outcome
* Early or late seizure-free (early or late relapse)
Postoperative seizure outcome is a dynamic state with 
chances of ongoing seizure freedom dropping steadily after 
surgery (although after longer postsurgical seizure freedom, 
the risk for seizure recurrence is lower).
Conversely, up to 20% to 30% of TL patients have 
intermittent seizures within the few months following surgery 
only to become seizure free later. 
* Disabling seizure (CPS) free or completely SF
* With or without AED therapy

� Neurocognitive, social, psychiatric, and functional 
implications of surgery, as well as its potential complications 
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� Only two controlled trials for temporal lobectomy versus AED 
treatment

� Using cross-sectional methods of analysis which, by definition, 
are inaccurate in analyzing longitudinal dynamic time-dependent 
outcomes like postoperative seizure freedom; many surgical 
studies do not provide the proportion of patients free of any 
seizures including auras or simple partial seizures for a defined 
duration and thus can inflate provide an inflated seizure 
outcome after surgery: different seizure outcome methods. 

� Heterogenous causes or pathologic substrates in TLE  
� The limited number of studies with long-term follow-ups
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Seizure outcome 
after temporal lobectomy 

� 66–70% of patients seizure-free at short-term (<5 years) 
follow-up (Spencer et al.’s review, 2008) 

� Up to 50% to 55% of patients seizure-free as late as a 
decade after surgery 

� The only two randomized, controlled studies to date (for 
patients with MTLE); 58% of 40 patients assigned to the 
surgical arm were free of seizures impairing consciousness 
at 1 year after surgery, compared with 8% of those who 
were medically managed (Wiebe et al., 2001); Zero of 23 
participants in the medical group and 11 of 15 in the 
surgical group were seizure free during year 2 of follow-up 
(Engel et al., 2012).
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Longer postsurgical seizure freedom, the risk 
for seizure recurrence is lower

� If a patient is SF at 1 year postoperatively, the likelihood of 
remaining SF is 87% to 90% at 2 years, 74% to 82% at 5 years, 
and 67% to 71% at 10 years (Yoon et al., 2003; McIntosh et al., 
2004; Kelley & Theodore, 2005; Schwartz et al., 2006). If a 
patient is SF for 2 years postoperatively, chances of SF increase 
up to 95% at 5 years, 82% at 10 years, and 68% at 15 years 
(McIntosh et al., 2004; Sperling et al., 1999) 

* In surgical failures, more than half of seizure recurrences start 
within 6 postoperative months, and more than 95% recur within 
2 to 5 postoperative years (Sperling et al., 1996; Jeha et al., 
2006); an initial phase of steep recurrence, followed by a 
relapse rate of 2% to 5% per year for 5 years with subsequent 
more stable seizure freedom 
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“Running-down phenomenon”
� A significant portion of patients achieves SF outcome after TL 

after a period of recurrent seizures or auras after surgery (late 
remissions and relapses may occur but were usually rare 
extratemporal lobe epilepsy surgery): 11 to 14% (Berkovic et al., 
1995; Salanova et al., 1999; Wieser et al., 2003).

� The mechanism: still unclear but may represent the resolving 
process of a secondary epileptogenesis (intermediate stage) 
resolved after a period of months to years following removal of 
the primary lesion (Morrell, 1959/60).

� Increasing cumulative probability of 2-year remission (with or 
without isolated aura) at 2, 3, 4, and 5 years after surgery was 
0.46, 0.60, 0.66, and 0.69 (Spencer et al., 2005: the multicenter 
study).

� After TL in 88 patients for longer follow-up than 3 years, 66 
(75%) patients achieved complete seizure freedom for ≥1 year; 
28 patients were SF immediately after surgery (immediate 
success); and 38 patients became SF after some period of 
recurrent seizures (delayed success, 43.2% of all patients) (Kim 
et all, 2005). 24



Sperling et al., 2008

159 patients who were SF (allowing for 
simple partial seizures) for the first 5 years
after resective epilepsy surgery, mostly 
TLEs.
32 had at least one recurrent seizure.
Time to event analysis showed an annual 
relapse rate of 4% between years 5 and 10 
after surgery. At study termination, 143 of 
159 patients (89.9%) were in terminal 
remission (for 30 patients with late relapse
and at least 1-year follow-up thereafter, 
53% were in terminal remission and 30% 
had experienced only rare or nocturnal 
Seizures).

The proportion of SF patients decreased to approximately 50% at 15 years
after surgery 25



Long-term seizure outcome?
Temporal lobe surgery: seizure free rates by prognostic variable (40 studies
involving 3895 patients ≥5 years of follow-up), Téllez-Zenteno et al, 2005

Slightly higher and less heterogeneous in studies using Engel’s classification 
(66%) than in those using other classifications (61%); in univariate analyses, 
long-term seizure freedom was highest in patients with tumoral epilepsy (76%), and 
lowest in studies of patients older than 50 years at time of surgery (41%), 
in older studies (54%), and in those with follow-up >10 years (45%) 26



How many patients become seizure-
free because of surgery?

� The long-term prognosis of surgery vs. 
continued AED treatment 

� Effect of regression of seizure activity and 
improved medical care (rational AED 
treatment and introduction of new AEDs) 
which can change natural history 
(intractability) (?)
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In a per protocol analysis, 
23 of 36 patients (64%) who 
actually underwent surgery were 
free of seizures with impaired 
awareness and 15 of 36 patients 
(42%) were free of all seizures.

Wiebe et al., 2001
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Practice parameter: temporal lobe and localized neocortical 
resections for epilepsy: report of the Quality Standards 

Subcommittee of AAN, in association with AES and AANS, 2003

� A single Class I study and 24 Class IV studies indicate 
that the benefits of anteromesial temporal lobe 
resection for disabling complex partial seizures is 
greater than continued treatment with AEDs, and the 
risks are at least comparable. For patients who are 
compromised by such seizures, referral to an epilepsy 
surgery center should be strongly considered. Further 
studies are needed to determine if neocortical 
seizures benefit from surgery, and whether early 
surgical intervention should be the treatment of 
choice for certain surgically remediable epileptic 
syndromes.
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� Recent open, long-term, add-on trials performed in single 
centers might achieve 6 months or more of terminal 
seizure remission in 11–25% of patients who do not 
respond to at least two AEDs. (Luciano & Shorvon, 2007; 
Callaghan et al., 2007; Liimatainen et al., 2007; Schiller & 
Najjar., 2008; Choi et al., 2008); no control group, how 
about prognosis of patients with SF? (relapse in patients 
with seizure remission?), too short follow-up to suggest 
long-term prognosis 

� Intractability is inevitable if seizure control is not 
obtained within a few years of the onset of therapy: 
incorrect
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Remission and relapse model of the temporal aspects of prognosis of epilepsy
Neligan et al., 2011
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Can early surgical treatment for MTLE be 
recommended? 

� Risks associated with continued seizures: increased 
mortality, more load of AEDs, progressive cognitive 
decline (?), expansion of epileptogenic network or 
formation of secondary epileptogenesis (?)  

� Vocational and social rehabilitation may be more difficult 
once a patient has settled into a disabled lifestyle (?). 

� Greater functional recovery after TLE surgery in children
(Gleissner et al., 2005); Adults and children with left 
resections showed expected mean declines in verbal 
memory at 3 months. By 1 year, the mean scores for 
children were no longer different from presurgical scores, 
but adult scores remained below.
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Presurgical Predictors of Seizure Control
for MTLE

� Controversial predictors: duration of epilepsy history
� Positive predictors: circumscribed hippocampal sclerosis, 

circumscribed low grade tumors, greater volume resected, 
atrophy ipsilateral to EEG abnormality, only hippocampal 
atrophy on MRI, concordant memory asymmetry on Wada 
test

� Negative predictors: no histopathology in surgical specimen, 
lesion outside of resection, decreased hippocampal 
asymmetry, history of secondary generalization, bilateral 
atrophy on quantitative MRI, greater diffuse ipsilateral 
atrophy on MRI surface modeling, incomplete mesial 
resection including parahippocampal region, wider FDG PET 
abnormality, atypical ictal SPECT changes outside resection 
mesial temporal lobe, amygdala and hippocampal atrophy on 
MRI
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� Preoperative neuroimaging in MTLE is used to lateralize 
the abnormality to the right or left temporal lobe. At 
present, neuroimaging is not considered sufficiently 
accurate to define the seizure focus well enough to 
determine the site and extent of a resection and reliably 
predict those unlikely to be SF following standard anterior 
temporal lobe resection. FDG-PET, ictal SPECT, T2 
relaxometry, MR spectroscopic imaging, voxel-based 
morphometry, anatomic surface modeling, DTI 
tractography, PET with MRI fusion, EEG-fMRI, resting 
connectivity fMRI … can provide contralateral involvement 
and the extent of abnormalities and can be somewhat 
predictive of surgical outcomes. However, to be useful for 
presurgical evaluation, characteristic abnormalities must 
be clearly defined as applicable to individual patients and 
the abnormalities must mean epileptogenicity.

� Hippocampal sclerosis (atrophy) (by qualitative visual 
review) ipsilateral to EEG abnormalities is the most 
reliable predictor of seizure control following surgery, with 
high specificity and sensitivity.
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� Most studies have also found that a larger, nonspecific 
temporal lobe resection is not associated with better 
outcome (Jack et al., 1988; Bonilha et al., 2007). However, 
the size of the resection of specific structures, which may 
be responsible for generating seizures independently, such 
as the hippocampus (Wyler et al., 1995; Bonilha et al., 
2004), the parahippocampal gyrus (Siegel et al., 1990), 
and the entorhinal cortex (Bonilha et al., 2007), are 
directly related to seizure control. 

� It appears that a larger temporal lobe resection is not 
always associated with better outcome, but a complete 
resection of the epileptogenic structures may be the key 
to surgical success (it remains unclear, however, how to 
predict before surgery which patients are more likely to 
benefit from a larger medial cortical resection).
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Why early vs. late relapse?

� Early recurrences” occurring within 1 to 2 years of 
surgery may be due to incomplete removal of the 
initial epileptogenic zone, whereas later relapses may 
reflect an underlying continued changes in neuronal 
and synaptic function leading to a new epileptogenic 
zone, progression of an “age-dependent” etiology 
such as mesial temporal sclerosis, or surgical scar. 
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Why not seizure free in a significant number of 
patients?: Clinical aspect

� Previously unidentified bitemporal seizures
� Erroneous identification of the epileptogenic zone 

(pseudotemporal) and/or underestimation of the 
epileptogenic zone: temporal plus epilepsy

� Insufficient extent of the mesial temporal resection
� Insular origin
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Why not seizure free in a significant number of 
patients?: Pathophysiologic aspect

� The pathology associated with mesial TLE is widely 
distributed throughout the limbic system and involves not 
only the hippocampus but also the amygdala, entorhinal 
cortex, the piriform cortex and the thalamus (from human 
studies) with frequent bilateral involvement as well.

� Different sites might play in seizure initiation: observation of 
a regional rather than focal onset (i.e within a single 
structure) across animals and during human depth electrode 
studies (So., 1991; Spencer et al., 1992). 

� These findings suggest that this particular epilepsy syndrome 
is a disorder of the limbic system as a whole and not just of 
a single structure such as the hippocampus. In addition, the 
observations of distributed and variable pathology raise the 
possibility that in any one individual, one structure may be 
more likely to drive seizures than another.
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Seizures arise in a “trisynaptic loop” that involves the entorhinal cortex, the dentate
gyrus and the hippocampus (Lothman et al., 1991). 
Multiple limbic sites are independent seizure generators (Bertram et al., 1998)

Variation from one individual to another in the relative contribution of a particular region.
Any removal of “loop” can result in seizure freedom (even leaving hippocampus or 
amygdala behind).
A second focus that was relatively inactive which is capable of generating seizures 
(particularly, when the medications are not present).
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Thom et al., 2010 46



Risks associated with epilepsy surgery

� Surgical complications:
Neurological deficits such as dysphasia (3%), 
hemiparesis (2%), and field defects greater than a 
quadrantanopia (2%) occurred in 34 of 556 patients, 
and only half (3%) were permanent. Two deaths 
(0.4%) occurred perioperatively and were unrelated 
to surgery (Engel et al., 2003 from 7 surgical 
centers).
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Memory outcome 
(surgical outcome beyond seizure control)

� Declines in verbal memory and word finding are the most 
common cognitive side effects, occurring in up to 40% of 
patients (Chelune et al., 1993; Seidenberg et al., 1998); often 
predictable from presurgical information, allowing for a more 
informed risk–benefit analysis presurgically (resection in the 
dominant hemisphere, MRI findings other than exclusively 
unilateral MTS, intact preoperative immediate and delayed 
verbal memory function, and intact IAP memory performance 
following injection contralateral to the seizure focus) (Stroup et 
al., 2003).  

� Surgery can accelerate the memory decline seen with medical 
treatment (particularly in left TL and if seizures do not stop). 
However, memory decline may be stopped and even reversed if 
seizures are fully controlled (Helmstaedter et al., 2003).

� Memory decline was associated with declines in quality of life, 
but only when seizures persist (Langfitt et al., 2007). 
Fortunately, this disappointing outcome occurred in only 8% of 
patients.
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Psychiatric outcome

� The impact on psychotic disorders is less clearly defined 
(varied from unchanged in most cases to improved 
psychotic status); epilepsy surgery especially when 
successful, appears to reduce the prevalence of 
psychiatric comorbidities of epilepsy; exacerbation of an 
underlying psychopathology or de-novo psychopathology 
after surgery in some patients

� The psychiatric outcome were significantly worse in the 
temporal resections group (vs. extratemporal resections) 
during 3-month follow-up; by the 3-month follow-up, 13% 
of ATL patients had developed a de-novo depression as 
opposed to none in the ETL group, not related to SF 
(Wrench et al., 2004).
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Psychosocial outcome

� Driving, regaining or improving employment, and overall 
independence intimately may be linked to the absence of any 
“functional” worsening (memory, language….); the impact on 
functional status has not been adequately studied. 

� Improvements in self-reported QOL have consistently been 
associated with improved postsurgical seizure control, but not 
when seizures persist (Spencer et al., 2007); also, associated with 
higher presurgical IQ score, younger age at surgery, and more 
stable mood at baseline (Sperling et al., 1996; So & Dodrill, 2008) 

� Improvements in employment and marital status are less common; 
better seizure outcome was associated with gaining employment at 
2 years among those unemployed before surgery, but in the entire 
sample, employment status was unchanged in 75%, improved in 
16% and worse in 8% (Chin et al., 2007) (modest employment 
gain). 
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Can antiepileptic drug treatment discontinue 
after successful epilepsy surgery?

Téllez-Zenteno et al, 2007 51



� Analyses including all types of surgery (n = 15 studies) showed 
that 20% of patients were free of medication without specifying 
seizure outcome. For all types of surgery, the pooled proportion 
of patients who were SF and off AEDs (n = 9) was 22%. 

� In 10 studies of TL surgery, 14% of patients were free 
of AEDs without specifying seizure outcome. The pooled 
proportion of patients who were SF and off AEDs was 
20%. 

� AED outcomes seemed superior in studies that did not focus on 
TL surgery (n = 5), the proportion of patients who were SF and 
off AEDs was 36% (including two studies on hemispherectomy, 
which reported better outcomes (Kossoff et al., 2003; Pulsifer et 
al., 2004). Studies focusing on children (n = 6) had overall 
better AED outcomes than adults (n = 9) and 27% of children 
were SF and off AEDs, as compared to 19% of adults. 
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� 37 patients (42.0%) discontinued AEDs and did not 
experience seizure recurrence for more than 1 years (in 
88 patients with TLE) (Kim et al, 2005). 

� AEDs were discontinued in 41 patients (24.8%) (165 
patients with MTLE related to HS); all remained SF for at 
least 2 years that could be accepted as “cure.” (Ŏzkara et 
al., 2008). 

� 59 (34.5%) patients discontinued AEDs and did not 
experience seizure recurrence for more than 2 years (in 
171 patients with MTLE related to lesion including HS) 
(Lee et al., 2008).
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Seizure relapse after AED discontinuation

� The recurrence rate for patients with seizure- and aura-free state 
for≥1 year was highly dependent on the status of AED therapy; 
7% with no AED change (n=30), 14% with AED reduction (n=96), 
and 36% with AED discontinuation (n=84), as estimated at the 5-
year follow-up (Schiller et al., 2000).

� Reduction of AEDs in 38 SF patients led to a higher recurrence rate 
of 61% compared with a seizure recurrence of 34% in 39 patients 
who discontinued AEDs completely (Murro et al., 1991).

� 114 (39%) patients relapsed: 73 (45%) of 162 in the nonreduction 
group and 41 (32%) of 129 in the reduction group (p = 0.02) (in 
301 subjects who attained a 1-year seizure remission after surgery) 
(Berg et al., 2006).

� AED discontinuation was attempted in 60 patients. In 13 (22%) 
patients, seizure relapse developed during AED reduction, and in 7 
(12%) patients after discontinuation of AEDs (Kim et al., 2005).

� AEDs were tapered in 124 and discontinued in 79 seizure- and 
aura-free patients. 50 of these 124 (40.3%) patients experienced 
seizure recurrence. After AED discontinuation, seizures recurred in 
15 of the 79 (19.0%) patients (Lee et al., 2008). 54



� In a review of literature (Schmidt, 2004), AED 
discontinuation is associated with seizure recurrence in 
one-third of the patients rendered SF by epilepsy surgery; 
Seizure recurrence was unaffected by the duration of 
postoperative AED treatment. The occurrence of rare 
seizures or auras after surgery did not eliminate the 
possibility of eventual successful AED discontinuation.

� Complete discontinuation of AEDs after two postoperative 
years was not associated with an increased risk of 
recurrence (McIntosh et al., 2004). 

� Medication use was not associated either with likelihood of 
relapse or entering remission after relapse in patients who 
are SF for the first 5 years after epilepsy surgery (Sperling 
et al., 2008).

� Neither study was designed to answer the question as to 
how long to prescribe AEDs after surgery and whether 
AED therapy lowers relapse risk over many years after 
surgery.

� Selection of patients for AED discontinuation may be 
biased towards those individuals perceived as ‘low risk’. 55



The subsequent control of seizures after relapse 
related to AED withdrawal, or later relapse: 

Good!

� Reinstitution of AED treatment resulted in seizure control for ≥1 
year in 20 of 22 patients who had recurrent seizures after AED 
discontinuation (Schiller et al., 2000). 

� Among 20 patients with seizure relapse related to AED tapering, 9 
(45%) regained SF after reinstitution of AED treatment, and AEDs 
were eventually discontinued in 6 of them (Kim et al., 2005). 

� 26 (63%) of 41 who had relapsed after reduction of an AED and 37 
(51%) of 73 whose relapses occurred despite maintaining all AEDs 
experienced a subsequent remission for≥1 year (Berg et al., 2006).

� After AED discontinuation, seizures recurred in 15 (19%) of 79 
patients; 1 patient later achieved SF state after re-discontinuing 
AEDs and 6 achieved SF outcome after reintroducing AEDs (Lee et 
al., 2008). 

� 22 (25.3%) of 87 SF patients had seizure recurrence associated to 
AEDs discontinuation and 12 became SF with dose arrangements 
(Ŏzkara et al., 2008). 

� For 30 patients with late relapse and at least 1-year follow-up 
thereafter, 53% were in terminal remission and 30% had 
experienced only rare or nocturnal seizures (Sperling et al., 2008).
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Potential Approaches to Improve Outcome 

for MTLE Surgery (Thom et al., 2010)

� Define extent of seizure-associated histopathology through 
enhanced imaging.

� Preoperative identification of type of underlying MTS or dual 
pathology to identify subtypes.

� More exact correlation of type of MTS histopathology and extent 
of seizure onset zone.

� Identification of interictal biomarkers that differentiate seizure 
onset zone from surrounding tissue.

� Determine basis for failed surgeries and surgeries that do not 
achieve a cure.

� More extensive use of intracranial monitoring or other 
noninvasive technologies to define limits of seizure onset zone.
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Conclusions

� Two-thirds of patients undergoing ATL become seizure-free 
(aura only) for long-term period with continued AED treatment 
and seizure recurrence occurs in one-third of patients when 
AEDs are withdrawn; ATL may restore the AED response or 
reverse drug resistance to similar degree to that of AED 
treatment in new-onset epilepsy.

� Accordingly, even MTLE with HS may be not a single disorder 
but group of closely-related syndromes with variable type and 
extent of histopathology. 

� Further studies should be required for determination of the 
potential seizure onset zone or clinically relevant network of 
epileptogenic activity for identifying the appropriate subgroups 
which will require different diagnostic and surgical approaches 
to improve surgical outcomes, especially in nonlesional TLE. 

� To address the question of timing of surgery, future studies are 
required: natural history, timing and determinants of sustained 
intractability of patients with surgically treatable epilepsies
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